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Finally--a book on how to use up odds and ends in your stash, those pieces of wool leftover from

other projects. Colorful and contemporary, Scrappy Hooked Rugs guides rug hookers toward color

planning and clever designs. It's time to recognize the potential in you wool stash!Stash-busting

ideas for lively hooked rugsContemporary scrappy rugs from an expert teacher and

designerStash-happy color planning made easyTips and techniques for designing successful

rugsIncludes five scrappy patterns
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Bea Brock's book is chock full of color, inspiration , tips and photos. The first amazing thing about

this book is that not only oes it show you " A rug " it shows close ups and not just one but many

variations of a lot of the rugs. You can tell that A LOT of thought, planning and hard work was put

into this gem. Even if you don't hook this book is sure to inspire you.

In the world of hooked rugs, it is hard to find images that are not traditional. This book shows

outstanding, innovative and creative works. Also includes specific information on colors and tone

ranges. Beautiful book!

I treated myself to this new book, and I'm glad I did. I'd never heard of Bea Brock, but she's clearly a

talented rug hooker and designer. With a too-large collection of leftover strips of wool, I needed

some inspiration to turn them into mats and chair seats. This book does the job! One look at the

cover will give you an idea of all the beauty inside.



Bea has done an amazing job with this book....it will be a reference guide for me for years to come.

Great pictures, clear instructions and great tips for creating colorful rugs. I would highly recommend

this book for the amateur or experienced rug hooker. A real gem!!

Bea's book Scrappy Hooked Rugs is such an inspiration with it's delightful photos of finished rugs

and witty humor. So glad that I purchased. It is full of helpful information about how to organize your

"stash" so that you can find what you know you have and couldn't find before and so much more.

Thanks Bea!

For anyone who loves geometric looking rugs, this is a must to own. The color illustrations are

enough to make you want to get out your needles and wool. This book helps you see how to use up

your scraps of wool in fun ways. You will love this book.

Great tips for organizing, designing and hooking rugs using up all the extra wool all us rug hookers

accumulate. Very well written.

This is a good all-around book on rug hooking. Lots of ideas. I would have liked to have seen more

true primitive rug ideas, but it really is a good book. I'd say any level of hooker could make use of

the rug hooking ideas presented here.
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